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The "Voice of the I AM" is the mouth-piece through which the Ascended Masters' Instruction can reach the students quickly, that the most powerful work possible for America and the world may be done by the students to release the greatest Light in the shortest time.

It will also contain information as to where the Accredited Messengers, Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Ballard and son, Donald, are teaching the Ascended Masters' Instruction on the "I AM."

INFORMATION

The information given under the heading of "Young America" will be the Ascended Masters' help to the young people for their protection and illumination, as they are the builders of the new civilization and are the channels through which the Ascended Masters will give their Light for the use of the outer world in the Golden "I AM" Age.

This magazine is not an outlet for articles from the students, but is the outpouring of the help from the Ascended Masters and has no human concepts in it.
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FOLLOW your Heart, it is never wrong;
Follow your Heart and sing with Its song;
Follow your Heart, it's the Real True Way:
Follow your Heart; each moment this day.

Follow your Heart, and feel Its Great Light:
Follow your Heart, Let Its Love, blaze bright:
Follow your Heart, keep peace in all ways:
Follow your Heart, and sing! Give It praise!

Follow your Heart, let your Light flow free:
Follow your Heart, Through Its Eye, all see!
Follow your Heart, It's the Unfed Flame:
Follow your Heart, like Blest Saint Germain.

Follow your Heart, you never can fail:
Follow your Heart, your Triumph, We'll hail:
Follow your Heart, It's Life's Great Command:
Follow your Heart, take now your stand.

Follow your Heart, to yourself be true:
Follow your Heart, all barriers break through:
Follow your Heart, to your journey's end:
Follow your Heart, in Victory, ascend!

Chanera
N deepest Love, I express My Gratitude to you—every one, beloved people and students of San Francisco; for that which it has been Our Joy and Privilege to do, in the assistance which We have been enabled to give. You have not known it, but before the Messengers came, your city was in great danger. We knowing it, timed the class here with direct intent, feeling confident that We could give the Protection and Assistance which was necessary, and it has been done.

Knowing all that has been accomplished for the students individually, as well as for your city, gives Us very Great Happiness. More perhaps than all, is this Mighty Activity which the Divine Director has chosen to give. In no one thing since the Messengers went forth, has such a powerful Activity, such Great Assistance, been given to the individual. Now, He has seen fit to give this Assistance to the young people of America.

Remember dear hearts, the Ascended Being is not limited in any way! I say to you, He is giving this Assistance to the Young people of America, especially in the Universities and Colleges throughout the United States; where so great, you will pardon Me if I use the word, “infamous” intent has gained some headway in the drawing the young people from the Light. However, that is being to a large degree dissolved and consumed. From those Colleges and Universities
will also be taken EVERY individual who puts forth destructive ideas. Such things MUST stop in our America! Purity of mind and body is the greatest need of the world today! Energy wasted may never be regained! In the mass of mankind, when individuals have emptied their reservoir of energy, not knowing the Presence, they do not understand how to replenish it. The explanation of this Law is the need of all the blessed ones of earth today.

We see and know, beloved ones, how many wonderful people there are in America, Oh such great loyal hearts! There are those whose Light is sufficient—I refer to those who have not heard of this work at all, yet whose Light within them is strong and powerful. The moment they could become aware of this Mighty Presence which the Chart represents, they would immediately enter into Its Great Power and Strength with added loyalty. Thus, they would give all and more assistance than is required to govern the conditions—even to controlling the energy in the gas belts.

Dear ones, I wish to state to you again to-day, that the only reason for the release of cataclysmic activity into the world is because of the discord of mankind which draws that energy to the surface. The scientist does not know it! the world at large does not know it, but We do! and this Knowledge and Understanding is being brought forth that mankind may protect themselves. The Presence, the Infinite Universe has limitless energy, but the individual who wastes it will find the time when he wishes to have it and then it is absent.

The Law of Life, beloved ones, makes no mistakes in its action. Mankind, in the lack of understanding may make very great mistakes; but that is not the fault of Life, the Energy, the Intelligence nor the Power which is flowing through. When you once understand that you are responsible for the way you use this Mighty Energy which flows in at the top of your head, anchors within your heart and then flows out into your world, you become responsible for its activity. If you use it destructively—by that I mean qualify it by discord, which produces destructive activities in your world—then you alone are responsible for those results. The energy is not responsible. The Presence, which is wholly Perfect, is not responsible. Even your Higher Mental Body is not responsible for what you do with your Life Energy. Therefore, feel your own responsibility now! By the power of your attention, you can change that current of Energy to lift you to the Greatest Height or drag you to the lowest depths. Without the Energy of the Presence there is no sustaining power.

I have watched at various points and there are four or five individuals in America who have had an opportunity of ten life-times. They are trying to put forth the idea, that God is within and is not above you. I warn you, dear hearts, against all such things. God is anchored within your heart—your "Mighty I AM Presence"—but the greater percent of that Mighty Intelligence and Presence, Which is a Form tangible and Mighty in Its Blazing Light, is above you from which you draw your strength, energy and Intelligence. If all of God were within you, you would be God-Beings manifesting Beauty, Perfection and the
command of all Substance in your world. The fact, that you do not manifest that Perfection, is proof that all of God is NOT within you.

Let no one confuse you by such a false statement, for unless you understand that your God-Presence is above you, from which you receive Life as this Chart indicates, you do not know where your sustaining Power is. That Chart is absolutely accurate! I pity the unfortunate individual who tries to distort this Truth. I ask you as Group Leaders, beloved ones, never fail once in your Group Activities to explain that Chart and to explain this very important point to the people. The great majority of your God-Presence IS above you. Its Ray of Light and Energy is anchored within your heart; but you have only a small part of Its Mighty Intelligence and Energy acting in your body as yet. Therefore, the FULNESS of God is NOT in your body. Make no mistake about that, otherwise you would be beautiful and Perfect and so would all mankind.

We are entering into a powerful definite activity, beloved students, and we do not want you to be sidetracked in any manner, by somebody starting that foolish idea. Everything which We have given you, and this good Messenger’s description of this Chart is accurate. No one can misunderstand who wants to listen. His explanation of that Chart is absolutely accurate! All Group Leaders! please commit his explanation to memory so you may explain it to the students; so that each one gives the very same explanation. Group Leaders! do not begin to vary in the explanation of that Chart. When you are talking to individuals in the explanation of the Chart it is quite a different thing; but when you meet in your Groups, let the description of that Chart be uniform. Then the new people coming in will not go out and say: “Well that Group Leader gave a different explanation from the other.” If you will follow this good Messenger’s description of that Chart you will find it accurate and of the greatest benefit.

The reason for uniformity throughout the United States is, that when the work is done, it gathers the Substance and Energy into a form like a great flower, a great Lotus, whose petals make up the whole Activity, by which this service is rendered to the earth. If there is one imperfect petal, then it affects the whole flower. Be careful dear ones, please do not ever have any personal feeling in this service which you are rendering; but try to feel entirely impersonal in the whole activity.

I seldom refer to anything of this kind but I want you here who have been so very precious to realize, dear hearts, that the more of these books which can be spread among mankind, the quicker will come the Freedom of humanity and the Protection of America. People need more than listening to something! They need that to which they can refer again, again and again; because the intellect does not retain in the memory but a small part.

For instance, take yourselves! In all that is said during these ten days, how much does the intellect retain outwardly? Very little! but in your feeling world there is the record of everything which has been said here. As your Light expands, you will find at any given moment you can recall what was said. In other words, according to your re-
requirement, it will flood forth into your use and action. Such is the magnificence of this Understanding of the Presence, which holds everything ready to serve you at any given moment. As your attainment increases and the expansion of your Light becomes sufficient, you will find that whatever you need floods forth.

Our blessed Donald has but to open his mouth and whatever is required floods forth. Many of you are coming to the same point. While I do not want to impose too great a responsibility, I shall expect to see Donald and Marjorie do much for the young people of America. They cannot hide much longer.

So dear ones, in the service of the Light is the Greatest Service in the Universe. Once you know your Presence, Which gives you Life, is really your Treasure-house and from It comes all supply of every good thing, Oh, then comes such joy!

To-day, while I am flashing these words to the Messenger and he is voicing them to you, I am endeavoring to charge into your feeling world the confidence—the TRUE FEELING of this one particular point: that your Presence is your Treasure-house of all the money or any good thing you require for use. In your call to your Presence, if channels be used in the activity of earth, then the Wisdom of the Presence will select the right channels to serve you in that particular capacity. Then it will be done through the Power of Divine Love and Wisdom.

I am trying earnestly to give you the true, full, complete FEELING of this Mighty Truth, for I assure you, there is no place in this Universe from which you ever receive one good thing, except your own God-Presence, Who is above you. You

have thought that channels out here and your human effort were the means of gaining your livelihood, the money you require for use. Well that is but the outer activity. The Intelligence which is used is not yours. The human form has only fragmentary intelligence, beside the atomic intelligence within the flesh structure of the body. All the Intelligence that is used for your accomplishment in the outer world is the Intelligence of the Presence.

Whether you know it or not, does not alter the Truth; but when you understand the power of your attention, the power of your vision and qualification, then you can co-operate with your Presence. In a comparatively short time, you can call its Power forth with so much greater intensity, that it will flood out into your world harmoniously. That is the Law of your Presence. It is the Law of harmony. As Its Power pours forth sufficiently, it will harmonize your whole world, yourself included. Then as the Power of your Presence intensifies, Wisdom acts and you will naturally do the Perfect thing at the moment, whatever is required; whether it is your supply, whether it is your awakening, whether it is your service to others. The Wisdom of the Presence is the only Power which can do that. It does act, and as you become more vividly aware of It, you will find you can call the energy, the health, the Intelligence of the Presence to act quickly with the ease of breathing. It is natural! It is practical!

The activity of Life, your Presence, is the most practical thing in the entire Universe. We, the Ascended Beings, are the most practical Beings in the world because We understand the fulness of the Law, the fulness of its Inner and outer activity
in the human octave of mankind. Therefore, try to feel beloved ones, that there is not one thing impractical in this Understanding of God, your "Mighty I AM Presence," which is your Life in action. It is the greatest Power and Intelligence in the Universe, which every person in embodiment can have for use without limit. Remember! I say to you WITHOUT LIMIT. You but limit yourselves, in your lack of understanding or your inability to accept. The Presence and Intelligence is there; but the power of your attention is so almighty, it compels you to be whatever your attention is fixed upon. This is why We plead, We urge you continually, to realize and understand the power of your attention, which you ARE using every moment. If a thing is limiting, then the need is to take your attention from it! Place it where there is no limitation—on your Presence!

Now allow Me to make it plain to you to-day, that this activity nowise interferes with your daily activity, beloved ones. A moment of intense adoration and call to your Presence will do wonders. Then during the activity of the day when you have a lull of a few moments, quiet your attention and say: "Mighty I AM Presence! you are the only Intelligence and Power acting here." Just keep acknowledging It every time you have a few moments. Then go on serenely with your work, and you will find a great flood of Its Light fill you and all you do. For instance, in the morning when you arise and prepare for the day, stand and call to the Presence with intense Love and gratitude: "Mighty I AM Presence! charge my mind and body with Your Limitless Energy, with Your Mighty Intelligence, with Your Invincible Protection to-day! See that I do the perfect thing

I should do every moment! See that I make no mistakes! See that there is nothing hidden that is not revealed to me concerning my Life." My dear ones, in a short time you would become Wisdom in Action. There is naught in the world, but yourself that can say how much of this Presence you can call forth. There is naught can stop Its limitless action, but YOUR OWN FEELING.

I urge you, beloved ones, to believe this until you earnestly try it out; until you earnestly keep calling the Presence into outer action. I urge you, I prompt you, do not let your human discourage you at first! If you are not familiar with It, then you must keep calling the Presence into action to release Its Great Pillars of Light-Substance! Then you will see the manifestation of Its Perfection in your world, which will give you all encouragement until nothing daunts you, just like this good Messenger. He knows this Presence and nothing daunts him any more. He knows his Presence will dissolve and consume all that is undesirable. He KNOWS appearances have no power! That is what you need to know, concerning your financial limitations or anything which disturbs you. You MUST know, that appearances have no power, so far as your world is concerned. Then call your Presence into action to take command, produce Perfection and dissolve and consume every undesirable thing. Thus, you WILL have those results in your Life. You are the decreer of your Life, beloved ones, the decreer of your world, and according to the Power of your attention does this Mighty Energy produce Perfection or destruction.

One unfortunate thing which blessed humanity does is to listen to agitation which makes a
pretense of bringing a remedy. Instead, all agitation is the sinister claw creeping in! When it is too late, the people see the nefarious thing which has been done. They do not have the achievement or remedy, but are in a worse condition than before. Oh, that I could say to all the people of America: "Send out of your country EVERY AGITATOR who appears, and mankind would soon be free." The solution of everything in the whole world, individual and national is to call the Mighty Power and Wisdom of the Presence into action, to take command of the situation and bring Perfection and Divine Justice to all.

Whenever agitation comes in, discord is there and the feelings of both sides are stirred. Then the stubbornness of the human enters in and no solution is arrived at until the condition becomes so extreme, that they know something has to be done or war and destruction would follow. This is why, dear ones, there is no condition in the outer world ever comes to a solution by discord and agitation! Throughout the centuries, it has been the same. Then it ends, when the destruction grows to a certain point, by great devastating wars and cataclysmic activity.

All civilizations have ended the same way. In this wondrous Mountain of Light, the Royal Teton, the records are there, beloved ones, of every civilization which has ever been. The close of every record is the same each time. In every civilization, the downfall came through agitators disturbing the feelings of mankind. It grew and grew, until its momentum went beyond the reach and control of mankind. Do you know why that is possible?

What is happening in our beloved Europe and

the Orient to-day? The power of a momentum has been called into action which they are no longer able to govern. Dear ones, do not let that come into your America! I have loved you, I have loved America enough to work for her Freedom for more than two hundred years; because I saw then, as all of the Ascended Masters have seen, that America was compelled, not by choice, but was compelled to be the "Cup of Light" of the future! If she is not protected, the whole world is lost! Then after great destruction, all must be started over again.

Everything possible is being done by the Great Host of Ascended Masters, the Legion of Light and the Great Cosmic Beings for your assistance, for the protection of America. We are opening the way for these transcriptions to go forth where it is impossible for the Messengers to go; that the attention of mankind may be called to this "Mighty I AM Presence" and these books, which WILL give people the Understanding of what is required, free the individual and protect America. It must come! We need more help from mankind from the physical octave; but I have confidence that through the Assistance which the Divine Director is starting into action now, there will come great help. The remainder will come through the transcriptions going forth to all parts of the United States.

Beloved ones, individually and in your Groups, decree for those transcriptions to be broadcast and the books flood forth everywhere; so in the quickest possible manner, may the attention of the people be brought to this Presence. In the books is the Chart which the transcriptions can not give. The transcriptions can call the attention
to the "Mighty I AM Presence." Then as the books flood forth, the people can have the explanation. It is given in every detail in those books. It will give the people the Perfect Understanding. The Messengers cannot reach all the people, it is not possible; but the day is near at hand, when the Great Auditoriums will be filled with earnest seekers of the Light, who will have the joy of this Mighty Radiation which has been present in this class. It is ever-expanding, ever-intensifying. The day will come when there will perhaps be seven places in the United States that the Messengers can go. Great numbers of people can go to them and receive this Mighty Radiation.

Beloved ones, may I attempt to cause you to feel to-day how great is the Love of an Ascended Being, to flood you and your world with that Ascended Master's Strength, Courage and Power of achievement? You are dauntless beings! You are no longer subject to your limitations or those of the appearance world. Remember! in anything that confronts you in the future, still yourselves and say: "Now I remember, that in the acknowledgment of my Presence, I am Master of this condition. Therefore, I do not accept any disturbance, any limitation! Divine Justice, through my 'Mighty I AM Presence,' descend into this and do your perfect work!"

I want to say to some of the individuals who have private problems, mines, leases, conditions in which Divine Justice needs to act: Oh beloved ones, if only one in the midst of such an activity would say to all such appearances: "You have no power! 'Mighty I AM Presence' project your Mighty Power of Divine Justice into it! take command of the mind and body of everybody concerned! produce Divine Justice and hold your Dominion in them forever!" Precious ones, Divine Justice and settlement would be rendered quickly.

It is only because knowingly or unknowingly, you are accepting fear and are doubting the Power of your Presence to govern, that things are not adjusted immediately. Sometimes, as the letters have come to the Messengers, they show that some students feel their inability to apply the law. Please do not accept that dear ones! You have just as much ability as the Messengers to apply this Law. It is only because you lack confidence. Your Presence IS your Confidence, and if you have a feeling within you that you do not have the ability, power or strength, remind yourself: My "Mighty I AM Presence" is the Power acting! I DO have the Power to make the call which is required! Therefore, "Mighty I AM Presence" take out of my feeling world anything that is less than Your Courage and Strength. It is Your Courage and Strength that is acting in my body. I will not admit any longer my own fears, doubts and limitations." If you will take this attitude, precious ones, you will so quickly sweep out of your feeling world all of your own accumulation. Then, in the use of the Violet Consuming Flame, all disturbance will quickly stop; but you must be quick, you must be alert. At the slightest intimation of anything less than Perfection in you or your world, stop and say: "No sir, you have no power! 'Mighty I AM Presence' sweep in here and take command!" and It will do it.

You need sufficient practice to gain your momentum in the activity of your Presence, dear ones. Then, It will act quickly; but if you are unaccustomed to this and you begin to apply in a
half-hearted manner, you will find more or less disturbance until you assert your firmness and determination. Call your Presence into action with firmness! Then the appearance will know it is finished, and it will not try to disturb you longer.

When that which is human creation sees you are firm and determined, it will not bother you longer, I assure you. This is just sort of a crude illustration, but it applies. When you meet an angry dog and it rushes up as though it would devour you; if you are calm and fearless and look it in the face, it will stop. Then, if you start after it, it will run. If you run away from it, it will get you surely. Dear ones, it is so with the conditions and accumulation of doubt and fear in mankind. When such a thing sees that you fear it, it will creep up on you. When you are firm and say to it: “You have no power, get out!” it sees it has met its master and you will soon cleanse and purify your world of everything which through doubt and fear disturbs you or limits in any way. It is the only way, beloved ones. There is no other way to gain Mastery, except by your determination, application and calling your Presence into action. There is no other way!

I say to you, beloved ones, who are in the neighborhood of sixty years old: Because certain mistakes have been made in your Life, because your energy may seem to be lacking; in this Understanding of your Presence, if you will call Its Mighty Energy into action with determination, I tell you—any one of you—in six weeks CAN be as strong, firm and active as you were in your fullest youth; but you must be determined. Then, the Presence will release Its Energy. I know many of you will have greater, quicker results, if you raise your hands, just as though you reached to your Presence and drew Its Energy in and through your body.

You can release this Energy and Intelligence from your Presence to charge your mind and body, until your whole being takes on the activity and appearance of youth. Do not admit nor accept this appearance of age! Still—I say, even that has no power to bind you! it has not! It is only because you have accepted the mass consciousness, that when you come to a certain number of years, you must take on the appearance of age. It is not true! It is but human creation and has no power!

Oh beloved ones, long before I won My Victory, something in Me knew that old age was not true, that the appearance of age was not a divine thing. Remember, My Love for Jesus was the thing that helped Me to win My Victory and gave Me the courage; because I knew in My Heart that He had won It. My Love for Him was and is very great. When I came nearer and nearer the point of My Ascension, more and more intense grew My Love to Him, because of the example He left to mankind. To-day, hand in hand, We, He and I, move through the Universe together. Because that Love was so great is why, hand in hand, We are serving the children of earth now.

There is no barrier to Divine Love in the Universe, dear hearts, and there is no opposition to It! When Divine Love and Blessings are poured out, It is the Power of your Presence that goes out and enfolds the individual, place or condition with Its Power. It dissolves all opposition! If the feeling be REAL and there is no response of dis-
cord or dislike in you, then your Love and Blessing poured out to an individual who is antagonistic to you, becomes Self-luminous Intelligent Substance, which enfolds that individual and dissolves his power of resistance and dislike.

Oh, it is all so Real! It is all so wonderful, if understood, dear ones! You, EVERY ONE, can wield that Power and nothing can hold it from you. Through your Power of Divine Love, precious ones, you are Master of your world. In the out-pouring of Divine Love and Blessing, your feelings are continuously held harmonious, until finally a great volume of the Power of the Presence is flowing through. Even with no particular volition on your part, will that Radiance go forth, as It does with the Messengers now. That Radiance will do Its work, harmonize and bring things into order again.

I wish to-day the conditions of your being permitted Me to draw the veil of human creation aside and show you, for a few brief moments, the accomplishment in your city; in your state, since the Messengers arrived. Beloved ones, you would leap into the Power of your Presence and remain there forever! Once you could see what was accomplished in so short a time, your courage would be dauntless forever. Even though I may not do that for your blessing to-day, still I am sure through My Feeling, My Words do carry the Truth and Confidence to you which give you your Victory, in the call of your Presence. Accept My Feeling! which does give you your Victory over every limiting condition that ever shows an appearance again in your world.

I convey the Love and Blessing of the Beloved Nada, the Beloved Master Jesus, the Mighty Divine Director, Rex, Bob, Nada, Pearl and David Lloyd, whose Enthusiasm and Joy in His Service to you is boundless. He has never stopped an instant, since his dictation in Los Angeles. Since His return to service in and with the Messengers, He does not stop night or day. FEEL, OH FEEL! beloved ones, the Reality of these words that carry the qualities into your world which they are! FEEL the Mighty Truth, the Strength, the Power, the Courage, the Limitless Energy which is yours to command.

Go forth Oh my precious ones, go forth unto your Victory now! In the fulness of the Power and privilege which is Mine, I enfold you in the Presence, the Substance of My Love that it may enfold you and be absorbed into your mind and body; dissolving every imperfection which might be there; replacing it by the Ascended Masters’ Self-luminous Intelligent Light-Substance that fills your body with the Perfection of the Achievement which My Ascended Master Consciousness is. May the fulness of your Glory, your Victory and your Ascension come quickly! In the meantime, may the full Power, Courage and Strength of your “Mighty I AM Presence” flood your being, world and activity with Its Infinite Power, produce Its Perfection, Dominion and the limitless good every blessed heart desires; for It cannot be withheld from you! I thank you.
RADIO BROADCAST

The "Mighty I AM Presence" and Saint Germain

The Cosmic Moment has struck, Beloved Ones of America, when the Ascended Masters, call you to Victory and Freedom in the Light!

In our previous broadcast, we turned your attention to the Great God-Presence—the "Mighty I AM"—which dwells as an individualized, active Focus of God, directly above every human being. This God Presence pours Its Own Pure Life, Substance, and Energy down into the human form, in a stream of Golden-White Liquid Light. This is the Light-Substance, which our modern scientists are finding to be within the nerves of the flesh body; for It flows through them as blood flows through the veins. When this Liquid Golden-White Light withdraws from the body, the individual experiences so-called death. In reality, there is no such thing as death. You could not die, if you wanted to, for you are Life-consciousness from the Heart of God. You cannot get out of the Universe, because you are Consciousness, and Consciousness is everywhere forever. What is more, you are the Individualized Flame of Life, from the Heart of the Great Central Sun, and your individualized identity is eternal.

You might step out of your physical body, as one does an old worn out garment that is no longer of service; but when you do, you are even more alive than before, because a great deal of the density and resistance is in the flesh body. Every night, when you put the physical body to sleep, you step out of it and go in a finer body to the "Octaves of Light" for both instruction and service, except when you get caught in the astral or psychic plane, which is what happens when you have nightmare or distorted dreams.

Such activities can only take place in the atmosphere of earth, up to an altitude of about 7,000 feet; because that is the only place where destructive vibration can accumulate or act. The astral or psychic plane contains nothing of the Light! nothing of the Christ! because the astral or psychic plane is simply the accumulation of discordantly qualified energy, released into the atmosphere by the vicious thoughts, words, feelings and actions of human beings—both embodied and disembodied. This is why individuals who do not go quickly through the earth's atmosphere, enfolded in their own Light and Love, get caught and experience the distressing conditions of nightmare, distorted dreams, hallucinations and psychic experiences. Mankind has these experiences! but does not know the Law that is acting and the Ascended Masters are the only Ones Who really know this LAW, from both the Inner and outer standpoint. Saint Germain took Mr. Ballard and myself and showed us the action of the Law in all these conditions, and we have the full authority and power of the Ascended Masters in all we do.

No one but the Ascended Masters is either an authority or knows the action of the Great Law in
all these activities; but if individuals will accept and understand this Law of the "Mighty I AM Presence," they will be able not only to govern themselves harmoniously, but to set others free to the joy, illumination and Perfection of all.

There are machines now in use which actually photograph the Light within the body. It is directly in proportion to the amount of this Light-Substance, which we allow to flow into the body uninterrupted by discord in the individual's feeling, that we have health, vitality, supply and successful achievement in our lives.

Dear ones, this presentation of the existence and Power of your own "I AM Presence," as the Source and Supply of Life, is a Mighty Real Eternal Law. It is not belief, theory, hope, conjecture, blind faith, nor human opinion. It is the great Principle of Existence, which man has been using and mis-using throughout the centuries. His ignorance of the Law does not keep him from the penalty of failures, which its wrong use always brings. All outstanding individuals who have ever achieved Victory in their lives, knew and recognized, that there was a Greater Power than their own human intellects, guiding them onward and upward. If this gigantic Universe and Systems of Worlds in which we live, were based and run on man's present intellectual concept, it would be a sorry looking Universe indeed.

Mr. Ballard and I come forth with the full Power and Authority of the Ascended Hosts of Light. We come only in Love and there is never any charge made for our Work and classes. There are no money nor political schemes in or back of this Educational Work. Being fully aware of the heavy penalty, which is automatically inflicted upon all individuals who mislead fellow beings, do you think for one moment, we could have stood face to face with audiences which total over 500,000 people, in the principal large cities throughout America for the last two years and a half? With all the Power and Love of our hearts, could we have poured forth that which we knew was not true? Mr. Ballard, our son, and I, have stood in the visible tangible Presence of our Blessed Ascended Master, Saint Germain, many, many times, and in that of many of the other Ascended Masters. Often when our classes have been in session, Saint Germain has come to us in his visible tangible body, and given us further instruction for the carrying on of This Work, which is wholly under His Direction. To-night, we will tell you who Saint Germain is, and the part He has played in the destiny of America.

The time has arrived, when the Great Wisdom, held and guarded for many centuries in the Far East, has now come forth in America, at the command of those Great Ascended Masters Who direct, protect and assist in expanding the Light within mankind upon this earth.

The Great Ascended Master, Saint Germain, is One of those Powerful Emissaries from the Great Spiritual Hierarchy of Ascended Masters Who govern this Planet. He is the same Great Masterful One who worked at the Court of France previous to and during the French Revolution and Whose Advice, if it had been heeded, would have prevented the Revolution and saved that great suffering. It was because of His transcendent Divine Power, that He was referred to at the time as "The Wonderman" of Europe. He is eternally linked with America—past, present and future:
for a very important part of His Work upon this earth, is the purifying, protecting and illuminating of the people of America, that she may be the carrier of the "Cup of Light" to the nations of the earth, in the Golden Age that is opening before us. His Ideal of the centuries is to bring forth an entire nation of Ascended Masters and America shall be that nation!

America's very Freedom, in the beginning of her existence was due almost entirely to His Tireless Efforts, in protecting and encouraging those responsible for her inception. The drafting of the Declaration of Independence, the Constitution of the United States, and the establishing of the United States Supreme Court were also direct results of His Help and Influence, and it was His Love, Protection and Guidance which sustained Washington and Lincoln during the darkest hours of their lives.

Saint Germain has brought this Light of the "Mighty I AM Presence" forth to the people of America since 1932, to again give the Instruction which it is imperative for the people of America to understand and apply, if they are to avoid the perils, which are destroying Europe at the present time.

He says, the people themselves Must make the call to the "Mighty I AM Presence" and Ascended Masters, if they expect protection, supply, Freedom and the Light to remain and act within this government, the land and the people. Therefore, whether you understand the Ascended Masters' Instruction of the "Mighty I AM Presence" or not at the present moment, we ask everyone within the borders of the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, OUR COUNTRY, the "I AM COUN-TRY," THE LAND OF THE "LIGHT OF GOD THAT NEVER FAILS" to call to the "Mighty I AM Presence" and the Ascended Masters, with all the Love and Power of your hearts, for the "LIGHT OF GOD THAT NEVER FAILS" TO COME FORTH—NOW—in Its Cosmic Action and do within and for America whatever is necessary to FILL HER WITH THE LIGHT AND LOVE THAT IS REQUIRED TO MAINTAIN PERFECTION FOREVER!

This Beloved Brother of humanity, who Works untiringly for its Light and Freedom, is even now during the present hour in America working in the world of governmental affairs, pouring His Light, Love and Assistance wherever the individual maintains harmony in his feeling. He is giving His Light and Love for the protection of America, bringing about conditions that will bless her and through her the world. Not for many years ahead, will the people of America and the earth know how much of their good they owe to this Great Ascended Master, to Whom it is impossible to do full justice, except in deepest Love, Obedience and service to the Ideal for which He stands and unceasingly labors.

This intimate knowledge of His Activities in our country makes possible a feeling of close contact and Love for Him that becomes a living, tangible force in the Life of all those who turn their attention to Him. He accomplishes all service in the outer world by the projection of Light Rays, charged with His Ascended Master Consciousness, Divine Love, Peace, Courage and Protection. He pours These Rays of Light into conditions within our country which need purifying, harmonizing and energizing in order to help
stabilize the feelings of the people, so they will receive the correct ideas, that will solve their problems and bring forth the Perfection they crave.

We give a Decree now for the Light of the "Mighty I AM Presence," the Ascended Masters and the Angelic Host to blaze forth everywhere throughout our blessed United States of America; in such a Mighty Out-pouring of Ascended Master Consciousness and Perfection; with such an irresistible Power of Divine Love, that all destructive activities and their cause and effect within our borders, are annihilated instantly by the Mighty Onrush of Its Presence and Activity and keep It eternally sustained for the protection and supply of America, her people and the illumination of the earth!

Will you repeat phrase by phrase with us the following decree:

"Mighty I AM Presence," Great Host of Ascended Masters, Great Angelic Host and Mighty Cosmic Beings! sweep into America everywhere! Take possession of all within her borders, produce Perfection and hold your Dominion forever: for "The Light of God never fails!"
"The Light of God never fails!"
"The Light of God never fails!"
And the "Mighty I AM Presence" is that Light!

BLESSD Precious Students of the "I AM" School, if you will memorize this poem on the GODDESS OF LIBERTY and say it over once a day, visualizing at the same time the following activity of the Light, you can give a tremendous service for the protection of America. All school children everywhere in our country should be taught to do this and to understand, that the GODDESS OF LIBERTY is a Magnificent Majestic Cosmic Being of Light, Love and Power, so gigantic, the human mind can scarcely comprehend the stupendous Service She gives.

That Mighty Cosmic Being is REAL! REAL! and ALMIGHTY. Oh, that the whole world might know this and have the blessing of the FREEDOM which She represents and has the Power to bestow.

The Statue of this Mighty Being in the New York harbor is a Focus of Her Mighty Light and Power. Into it are charged certain Currents of the Ascended Masters’ Pure Electronic Force, which keep pouring into the atmosphere around and over our blessed land. Let every child and every human being within our borders understand that and be
grateful for this Great Silent Power which is constantly blessing our people.

Once a day at least, visualize the Gigantic Figure of the GODDESS OF LIBERTY in blazing dazzling White Light, the Flame in Her Torch GOLD and the Radiance pouring out from around Her of the Blue Lightning of Divine Love, encircling the whole of the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA and forming a wall of Electronic Light-Substance, from the Ascended Masters' Octave, to give Invincible Protection to our blessed land forever.

Raise high Your Great Light!
Set all mankind free!
Illumine their way!
Give True Liberty!

Thy Torch now held high,
Illumines the world,
Thy crown of Pure Light
Is Victory Unfurled.

Thy Garments of Gold
Are Love's Gift so true;
Guard well our blest flag,
The Red White and Blue!

Thy Book held so close
Is God's Law—clear and true,
The Great Word "I AM"
Light's Presence come through!

Thy feet strong and firm
Tread only Light's Way:
Blaze forth Thy Full Power
In Victory today!

Chanera

LEST Goddess of Liberty,
I send You my Love,
God's own freeing Power,
The "I AM" above!
E pour out all our Love and Blessings of our hearts to all the young people here and to all throughout the United States; for in the hands of the young people lies the responsibility and special duty of protecting our United States of America. The young people have always had, as part of their duty, the carrying of the Light of Patriotism. Let us hold that Light High and blaze it forth to all the earth.

As the young people of America, let us take it upon ourselves to bring about and stand for respect to our Nation. Let us battle with the tool of Divine Love and Light which is ours, the effort being made by that which is seeking to destroy America; that which is seeking to cause the young people in our schools and colleges to sneer at our magnificent Symbol of Freedom, the Stars and Stripes. Let us release our Light and Divine Love wherever we go and have the opportunity to do so. Let us once and for all stamp out whatever would show disrespect to the one symbol among the nations of the world's Freedom.

America has been brought forth that the entire world may have Freedom, and unless the Freedom of America is preserved, the Freedom of the world may fall. Let us consider it a sacred duty, to do our part to serve this end.

It is the young people who in the case of war are sent forth to face the physical tragedy, created by those who do not serve the Light. Why is this so? Because those who carry the Light are the ones which the sinister forces would like to destroy, and this time our young people shall not be destroyed! They shall go forth to the Victory which is rightfully theirs; bringing unto all, young and old alike, that Victory, that Glory of all human existence. They shall go forth preparing the way for the Ascended Host to release the Ascension in the Light to all humanity.

It is in a great measure the young people who can check the destruction of war; for should there be another war, it will not only be those on the battle fields who will feel the ingenuity of mankind's distorted and perverted activity of their God-given Wisdom. It will be each and every one of the civilian population, the motherhood of the race, the children in arms. Mankind's perversion of its God-given Intelligence has gone to such an extent, where if it goes on unchecked and it comes to the point of war, no one will be spared.

We all have a great duty to perform, but most especially those of us who are closely connected with such activities; for to the young people would fall the activity of using the machines of war, to rain destruction upon their own land. Should war break loose, inevitable destruction would be spread alike on both sides. This our young people shall NOT be subjected to! Never shall their hands be raised against our Nation! They in their hearts would never do such a thing!
So they shall *not* be forced into it by anything on earth. They and all the population of our nation SHALL hold the Light of God high; and if necessary, as was given forth in Washington's Vision, that Light as of a thousand suns SHALL blaze forth to seize and hold inactive all human destruction! The glory brought forth by our forefathers shall *not* be in vain! So shall it be! by the power of the "LIGHT OF GOD THAT NEVER FAILS."

\[Image: I AM STUDY GROUPS\]

BLESSSED ones in the Study Groups everywhere and especially Group Leaders, it is of very vital importance at this time for all "I AM" Students to realize, that it is not enough to just keep yourselves harmonious for your own protection, success and attainment.

All under this Radiation should make it their BUSINESS, to definitely pour out everywhere they move, a powerful Stream of Divine Love and the Ascended Masters' Substance of Light. Through your call to the Presence, pour IT out unconditionally, no matter whether it seems to be needed or not. Then whenever you move, you are constantly providing the Substance the Ascended Masters need at every point, through which to expand THEIR RELEASE OF THE COSMIC LIGHT AND DIVINE LOVE.

If the "I AM" Students will do this always, then no matter where you are, the Ascended Masters CAN use you at any and every moment, to bring about the consuming of discordant conditions wherever you may be. This is more important and of greater service and protection to America, than you will ever know until you are fully ASCENDED.

This service everyone CAN GIVE AND GIVE NOW, everywhere you move in the outer world's activities, and if you will do it, the blessings to you will be without limit.

This is what SANAT KUMARA meant in one of His recent Dictations, when HE said: "You are a part of MY LOVE and therefore, everywhere you go, you become Blazing SUNS of My Light and Love to move among mankind and release the Glory of My Victory, for the blessing of your fellow-man."

Group Leaders particularly! FEEL the imperative NEED to do this in your Groups at all times. Then, your Groups will expand without limit and your out-pouring of Divine Love and Light into them, will enable the greatest possible Assistance to be given for the FREEDOM OF ALL.

DECREE

"MIGHTY I AM PRESENCE!" annihilate all that tries to discourage the Students of Light or delay their full VICTORY over all outer activity and the attainment of the Ascension! charge everyone under this Radiation with the Ascended Masters' limitless Courage, Strength, Love, Light, Wisdom, Power and Invincible Protection, eternally sustained and ever-expanding.
FUTURE APPEARANCES
· OF THE MESSENGERS ·

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
September 24 to October 3 Inclusive
JORDAN HALL
Boston Conservatory of Music
For Information, "I AM" READING ROOM
120 Boylston Street

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.
October 15 to October 24
ENGINEERING AUDITORIUM
29 West 39th Street
For Information, "I AM" READING ROOM
311 Roosevelt Hotel
45th St. and Madison Avenue

RADIO ANNOUNCEMENTS

Personal Broadcast By the Messenger,
MRS. G. W. BALLARD

BOSTON . . . Radio WAAB . . . 7:45-8:00 P.M.
September 17 to 23, 1937, inclusive

NEW YORK . . . Radio WMCA . . . 8:45-9:00 P.M.
October 8-14, 1937, inclusive

PHILADELPHIA . . . Radio WIP . . .
To be announced later.

Present Radio Activity: Mrs. Ballard
Transcriptions

· STATIONS NOW BROADCASTING ·
· TRANSCRIPTIONS ·

KYA, San Francisco, 10:45-11:00 A.M. Sundays
KFSD, San Diego, 9:45-10:00 A.M. Sundays
KFAC, Los Angeles, 9:45-10:00 A.M. Sundays
KOL, Seattle, 10:00-10:15 A.M. Sundays
WIP, Philadelphia, A.M. Sundays
WASHINGTON, D. C . . . . . Radio Station WOL
6:30-6:45 P.M., Sept. 21-30, 1937, inclusive
(Sept. 26 only, 7:00-7:15 P.M.)
• ASCENDED MASTER DISCOURSES •

Just released by SAINT GERMAIN PRESS

It is our very great joy and privilege to announce the release of the ASCENDED MASTER DISCOURSES Volume VI of the Saint Germain Series. It contains a series of Dictations by various Ones of the Ascended Masters before thousands of the “I AM” Students in the United States of America within the past year.

The purpose of these Dictations is to help the students and readers hold their attention upon the “Mighty I AM Presence” and that of the Ascended Masters and through this, quiet and purify the emotional or feeling body of such persons enough, to enable the Ascended Masters’ Comprehension and Light to lift them into a closer communion with their own “Mighty I AM Presence.”

Through the greater acceptance and feeling in each individual of the Reality of his own “Mighty I AM Presence,” the Ascended Masters can charge each one and his world with more of Their Consciousness and Perfection.

Those who heard these Dictations felt in no uncertain terms the Mighty Courage and Strength from these Blessed Ascended Masters, while Their Words were being spoken. Many received instantaneous healing at the same time and all felt the charge of Power and Electronic Force into the room.

This book contains three beautiful color charts for the contemplation of the student. Each book is charged with the Ascended Masters’ Mightiest Love, Light and Power to produce Harmony and Perfection for the Student who will accept them and really feel Their Truth and Reality. Everyone can prove the Truth of this Mighty Law of the “I AM” and no one can prove it false.

May every human being on earth understand the Reality of these Great Ascended Masters, have the Blessing They so lovingly offer and be set free as they read this book.

ASCENDED MASTER DISCOURSES
Price $2.75—Postpaid $3.00

• “I AM” DECREES •

Our new booklet, the “I AM” DECREES, has just recently been released into the use of the students and readers, for the protection of America and the blessing of everyone who reads and
issues those decrees. The sincere use of the DECREASES in this book, with the feeling of determination for the Victory of the Light to come forth now, will bring unlimited assistance to America, her people and the world.

In giving that help to others, the individual who makes those calls will automatically allow them to flow into his own being and world. Thus, through calling for Blessings and Freedom for all does he gain his own. We ask all to use these DECREASES for the Protection and Freedom of America NOW, while there is yet time. This booklet is charged with the Ascended Masters' Power of limitless Light and Love to give this Assistance to and through all who issue these Decrees.

The Ascended Masters have said: "There is nothing needed so much and which will release such Almighty Help to America and the people everywhere as the issuing of these Decrees—NOW."

DECREES BOOKS $1.00—Postpaid $1.15

"Mighty I AM Presence" and Great Host of Ascended Masters! hold an army of the Angels of the Blue Lightning and the Sword of Blue Flame of Divine Love FOREVER around every "I AM" STUDENT, READING-ROOM, SCHOOL, PRESS AND GROUP ACTIVITY while we are away and see that no discord, destruction or sinister force is ever able to touch them or their activities in any way.
• SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS •

We are now prepared to receive subscriptions for the year beginning with the issue of March, 1937, and it will materially assist our planning if those intending to renew their subscriptions will send their renewals as early as possible.

Subscription prices remain as at present. Please make checks payable to

• SINDELAR STUDIOS •

• SPECIAL NOTICE—Change of Address •

Any subscriber changing his permanent address must notify us ten days before publication date to be sure magazine is sent to new address. Post Office will not forward Second or Third Class Mail but returns magazine to this office, necessitating remailing, triple postage (out, in and out again) as well as causing trouble, delay and sometimes unpleasant thoughts. Please help us in this and—Please do not ask us to make temporary changes—they are troublesome, expensive and seldom satisfactory.

Thank you.

THE VOICE OF THE I AM
ALL BACK NUMBERS CAN BE HAD AT ANY TIME

• PROTECTION •

• OF OUR COPYRIGHTS •

We hereby notify all readers and individuals everywhere, that everything in the books of the SAINT GERMAIN SERIES, the VOICE OF THE "I AM," OUR PUBLIC LECTURES, AFFIRMATIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN TO GROUP LEADERS is covered by our copyrights with all rights reserved, including foreign translations.

This means, we will not allow this instruction and Information to be deleted, distorted, adulterated or diluted for any purpose whatsoever and we shall protect them fully.

We are determined that this GIFT OF LIGHT, TRUTH AND FREEDOM from the Ascended Masters to mankind SHALL BE PROTECTED and kept PURE, TRUE AND UNCHANGED—FOREVER—that mankind may receive its Eternal Freedom and the greatest possible Blessing.

We shall use our Full Power and our Full Right to maintain COMPLETE PROTECTION AT ALL TIMES.

SAINT GERMAIN PRESS
and
MR. AND MRS. G. W. BALLARD
DECREE

"Mighty I AM Presence!" lock the door of my FEELING WORLD FOREVER against the acceptance of any discord—knowingly or unknowingly.

Sizes below can be purchased at the
SINDELAR STUDIOS
2600 South Hoover Street Los Angeles, California

Jesus Folder, size 5x7, hand colored........ $0.50 Tax $0.02 Postage $0.15
Saint Germain, hand colored, 5x7............ $0.50 Tax $0.02 Postage $0.15
Jesus Satin book-mark....................... $0.50 Tax $0.02 Postage $0.05
Saint Germain Satin book-mark.............. $0.50 Tax $0.02 Postage $0.05
Jesus Miniature, desk framed.............. $1.50 Tax $0.05 Postage $0.20
Saint Germain Miniature, framed........... $1.50 Tax $0.05 Postage $0.20
Jesus Miniature, size folder.............. $0.25 Tax $0.01 Postage $0.05
Saint Germain Miniature size folder........ $0.25 Tax $0.01 Postage $0.05
Jesus seals .................................. $0.10 Tax $0.00 Postage $0.03
Saint Germain seals......................... $0.10 Tax $0.00 Postage $0.03
"I AM" Pins ................................... $1.00 Tax $0.03 Postage $0.10
"I AM" Rings .................................. $1.20 Tax $0.36 Postage $0.20
Master Jesus 12x16........................... $2.00 Tax $0.06 Postage $0.25
Master Saint Germain 12x16.............. $2.00 Tax $0.06 Postage $0.25
12x16 Gold Folder Jesus and Saint Germain $8.00 Tax $0.24 Postage $0.25
12x16 Brown Folder Jesus and Saint Germain $7.00 Tax $0.21 Postage $0.25
12x16 Jesus Ascension ....................... $1.25 Tax $0.04 Postage $0.25
12x16 The Luminous Presence................ $1.25 Tax $0.04 Postage $0.25
15x18 Framed Jesus......................... $5.50 Tax $0.17 Postage $0.25
15x18 Framed Saint Germain............... $5.50 Tax $0.17 Postage $0.25
7x9½ Framed Jesus.......................... $2.50 Tax $0.08 Postage $0.20
7x9½ Framed Saint Germain............... $2.50 Tax $0.08 Postage $0.20
5½x7½ Framed Jesus......................... $1.00 Tax $0.03 Postage $0.20
5½x7½ Framed Saint Germain.............. $1.00 Tax $0.03 Postage $0.20
Silver Framed Postage Size Jesus' Head.... $0.30 Tax $0.01 Postage $0.05
Silver Framed Postage Size................ $0.30 Tax $0.01 Postage $0.05
Saint Germain's Head....................... $0.30 Tax $0.01 Postage $0.05

30x48 "The Magic Presence"................. $15.00 Tax $0.45 Postage Inc.
12x20 "The Magic Presence"................. $1.00 Tax $0.03 Postage $0.20

LIST OF VICTROLA RECORDS

RR-1201—INVOCATION Mr. & Mrs. Ballard & Son
RR-1202—HARP MEDITATION, "Silent Night" Mr. Ballard
RR-1203—BENEDICTION Mr. & Mrs. Ballard & Son
RR-1247—HARP MEDITATION, "Nearer My God to Thee" Mr. Ballard
Single Records, $3.00—Two or More Records $2.50 Each—Mailing Charge Included
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SAINT GERMAIN PRESS, P. O. Box 1133, Chicago, Ill.